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Fund Facts

APIR Code ZUR4756AU

Inception Date

Total Est. Management Cost %

Est. Transactional Op. Cost %

Buy/Sell Spread %

1 November 2020 

1.06

0

0.04

Distribution Frequency Semi Annually

Underlying Fund
Manager

Lazard Asset Management
Pacific Co

Investment Strategy

The fund invests in a focused portfolio of
securities with high growth potential that are
primarily listed on international stock
exchanges.
The Fund will be fully unhedged at all times,
providing investors with exposure to foreign
exchange fluctuations as well as underlying
share price movements

Portfolio Characteristics

Funds Under Management $0.05m

Number of Holdings 55

Turnover Ratio % 23.94

Latest Distribution Date 30 June 2022

Latest Distribution Amount 0.0332

Benchmark MSCI World (ex
Australia) Accumulation
Index in $A (net dividend

reinvested)
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Market Commentary

Investors adopted a relatively cautious posture in April amid growing uncertainty about the global economic outlook. With the start of a
new corporate earnings season and inflationary pressures continuing to exert themselves, the focus during the month was squarely on the
two levers that set stock prices, interest rates and company profits. All eyes were on the US, where the Federal Reserve (Fed) is in the
midst of its most aggressive rate-hiking campaign in over 40 years, raising its benchmark interest rate to its highest level since 2007 from
its record low. Key domestic data released during the month suggested that the US economy had slowed in the first quarter, but inflation
remained stubbornly high, leading to market expectations that the Fed would lift interest rates for a tenth consecutive time in May. The
situation was equally challenging in Europe where data suggested that the economy grew only marginally in the first quarter, as high
inflation led to stagnant consumer spending. In Japan, the TOPIX advanced but was a relative laggard, as the positive impact of a weak
yen was partially offset by worries about how the country’s export-reliant economy would be affected by a possible global economic
recession. Meanwhile, in emerging Asia, China’s stock market fell sharply on waning optimism of a further rebound in the Chinese
economy amid signs that the country’s policymakers will not be providing additional stimulus measures.

Fund Commentary

The Fund rose by 1.36% in April but was unable to keep pace with the strong index return. For the 12 months to 30 April 2023, the Fund is
comfortably ahead of the index return. Themes are discussed below in order of contribution.

Energy Transitions: Integrated energy holdings Total and BP gained after OPEC announced it would cut production by 1.1 million barrels
per day, more than the market expected. Air Liquide advanced on strong operating results showing both organic growth and margin
expansion. Vestas declined on expectations for weaker orders in 2023.

Data, Networks & Profits: Marsh & McLennan rose on strength in its Risk and Insurance Services division and higher fiduciary income
helped by a rise in short-term rates. Market rotation and the potential of artificial intelligence were tailwinds for the theme, benefiting
holdings Wolters Kluwer, RELX, and S&P Global. Tencent retreated as part of a broader decline by Chinese equities on news that
policymakers may not be providing additional stimulus measures. Clarivate declined on potential for further delays in growth recovery
across its business divisions.

Empowered Consumer: EssilorLuxottica advanced on broad-based strength in operating results across all geographical regions as
customers continue to show no signs of trading down. Electronic Arts climbed on strength in its FIFA franchise. LVMH climbed on strong
results and prospects for demand recovery from China’s re-opening. Alibaba retreated as part of a broader decline by Chinese equities on
news that policymakers may not be providing additional stimulus measures. Live Nation declined on continued regulatory pressure on its
Ticketmaster business.

Software as a Standard: Microsoft rose on better-than-expected quarterly results in its cloud division, as new workloads are starting to
offset cost optimization. SAP appreciated on progress in its cloud transition and margin improvement. Autodesk traded lower on
expectations for macroeconomic developments to impact subscriber growth and contract renewal.

Asset Efficiency: Schneider and Honeywell advanced on strength in its energy management and aerospace businesses respectively and
on higher revenue visibility from elevated backlogs. Fanuc faltered after reporting lower capacity utilization from inventory destocking and
higher production costs.

Bits of Chips: Profit-taking pressure and cyclical concerns for semiconductor demand and capex spending contributed to broad-based
weakness within the theme with Infineon, Keysight, and Texas Instruments declining most.

** Performance returns quoted are compound rates of return calculated on exit prices and assume reinvestment of distributions. Returns are calculated net of all 
ongoing fees and any taxes payable by the fund. Total return includes both growth and distribution returns. Growth return is the change in exit price over the relevant 
period. The benchmark return shown is a gross return. Please note that figures shown are rounded to one decimal place, therefore some rounding errors may occur.

^ The Estimated Total Management Cost of 1.06% includes an Estimated Performance Fee of 0% and Estimated Indirect Costs of 0.03%.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

This report is issued by Zurich Investment Management Limited ABN: 56 063 278 400, AFSL: 232511, GIIN: FVHHKJ.00012.ME.036 : . The information in the report 
has been derived from sources reasonably believed to be reliable and accurate and is to be used for research purposes only. Subject to law, none of the companies 
of the Zurich Financial Services Australia Limited Group, nor their directors or employees, gives any representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy or 
completeness of the information, nor accepts any responsibility arising in any way (including by reason of negligence) from errors in or omissions from, the 
information provided. A Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the Fund is available and can be obtained by calling Zurich Investments on 131 551. The PDS 
should be considered in deciding whether to acquire, or to continue to hold, an investment in the fund. This information is of a general nature only and does not take 
into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any investor and should not be taken as a securities or stock recommendation. These 
factors should be considered before any investment decision is made in relation to the fund. Furthermore, this product has been designed to meet certain objectives, 
financial situations and needs, which are described in our Target Market Determination available at zurich.com.au/tmd
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